
Card-Carrying Movie Lover 

• A bank teller played by Bob Hope flees west riding a pig after he is implicated in stealing 
$50,000 from the institution he works for. 

• Brendan Carr's character takes bloody revenge on the half-score D&D miniatures (old style, not 
the cheap plastic ones you get today) that left him to perish years ago. 

• Dean Martin stars in this Star Trek movie where the holodeck goes haywire, trapping the crew 
in the Old West. There, they catch a card thief cheating at poker, but after they exact their 
revenge, the crew are bafflingly phasered (non-lethally), one-by-one, until only one remains to 
solve the mystery. 

• Greg Evigan's character dives to the depths of the ocean to confront a bottom-dwelling, 
bartending menace that refuses to make martinis the way James Bond likes. 

• Helen Mirren stars as the monarch of all lower phalanges. 
• In this B movie sci-fi thriller, Robert Lansing invents a computer device that, when imbedded in 

his body, allows him to pass through walls. The device has a fatal flaw, however, in that it only 
has a few thousand bytes of memory, forcing the inventor to consume electronic devices in 
order to stay alive. 

• In this western, Randolph Scott hunts down the bovines he believes responsible for his wife's 
death. 

• Jim Carrey is an eccentric private investigator who specializes in finding lost airplanes. 
• Jonathan Pryce and Anthony Hopkins play the liberal Village Voice and the conservative Wall 

Street Journal, respectively, trying to find common ground about the future of the news 
business. 

• Johnny Depp portrays a rare book dealer, who comes into possession of a tome that is 
supposed to be able to summon the Devil. Turns out it only summons a cat from Guadalajara. 

• Orson Welles's very, very, very thin character is tragically betrayed by all but his youngest 
daughter. 

• The rise and fall of a crime lord, played by Wesley Snipes, and his gang of thugs who take over 
the illicit knitting, crochet, and needlecraft industries of the big city. 

• Robert Redford's character, a CIA analyst, visits his three Caribbean island vacation homes to 
discover everyone there is dead…and has to outwit those responsible. 

 
  


